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Mike Neiland Elected New Student Senate V.
by Rod Lindberg
winonan Photo Editor

A junior, Mike Nieland, has been
elected to fill the remaining term of
vice president of the Student
Senate. Mike felt he had the
qualifications for the position in that
he has been quite active as a junior
senator, knows the administration,
has a grasp of the senate problems
and has helped in the drafting and
implementation of the revised
student senate constitution.
Mike's duties will consist of
overseeing the activities of the
various senate committees as well
as any extra jobs the senate
president may assign him.
When asked what he is working
on right now, Mike cited the
massive reorganization of the student senate committee system as
the single thing taking up most of
his time.
- "We are going from lots of little
committees to three," Mike ex-

plaines, "We had 22 committees and
found it impossible to get projects
done because we were spread too
far apart."
The three committees are student
affairs, academic affairs and communication. Each committee will
consist of eight senators and six at
large student members and will
meet every other week with the full
senate meeting on the alternate
weeks. A major project will be
undertaken by each committee.
In the academic committee the
major plan for this year is arranging
for a faculty advisor for each
student on a mandatory basis.
"The faculty advisor system as it
exists now is haphazard," Mike
stated. "There are too many
problems arising with many students never seeing their advisor and
then finding themselves in trouble
as they near graduation. Under the
planned system each student would
be assigned an advisor as a
freshman and would be required to

meet with him on a scheduled basis.
would also need the advisor's signed
consent to drop a class."
The other two committees have
not yet decided on projects but one
possibility for the communications
committee would be a uniform
counseling pamphlet publication for
persons interested in WSU.
Such matters as parking, housing,
food service and other non-academic
problems will be the responsibility
of the student affairs committee.
"The Social Cultural Activities
Committee, The Student Activities
Funding Committee and the Judicial-Grievance Committee will remain unchanged," Mike said, "They
each have pretty clear responsibilities."
Mike is unsure of his plans for
next year.
"I would like to do Homecoming
again next year," he declared. "I've
got some grand ideas I'd like to try." -

WSU to Undergo
Reorganization
by Steve Downer

Last week, the Winonan decided
to look into the new reorganization
to take place at WSU.
According to Executive Assistant
to the President, Ray Amundson,
the School of Education and the
School of Arts and Sciences will be
divided into four departments.
Amundson hopes to have this in
operation "by fall next year." There
will be positions open for two new
deans and he hopes to have "the
new people on board" by July 1.
One of the two new positions that
has been advertised is: Dean of
Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences. Departments under this dean
include Music, Art, Political Science, Foreign Language, Geography, History, English, AVC and
CTA, according to Amundson.

have these departments: Industrial
Education, Business Administration
and Economics, Business Education
and Office Administration.
As of January 19, there have been
16 applications sent in. The deadline
is February 10.
Amundson indicates the money
for the move comes from a
personnel budget determined by the
state legislature and that it is a
"shuffling around of positions."
As to the effect of the move on
students, Amundson says "I doubt it
will hardly affect the students at
all."
He feels the main benefits will be
improved instruction and curriculum "with the dean doing day-to-day

work with the department and
visiting classrooms. But it was
"primarily" because the Dean of
Arts and Sicences has "too many
people reporting to him."
Dr. Dan L. Willson, Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences does say
he will be working with the
departments and visiting the classrooms under the new arrangement.
Other than that, he said of the move
"we'll see."
Dean of Education, Dr. Wesley J.
Metson, was unavailable for comment.
One sidelight of the change is the
moving of all classrooms on second
floor Somsen to the third floor,
making the way for administrative
offices on the second floor.

Inside

The other position is Dean of
Business and Industry, who will

Interview with
Representative
Tom Stoa
P. 4

Corrections
The Winonan would like to
correct a few errors made in last
week's Winonan. The Activity Fund
allocations were for 1977-78, not
78-79. Also, Intramurals receive
4.7% of the Activity Fund, not 47%.
In the article on Dr. DuFresne, he
has an Ed.D, not a Ph.D.

••■

Winonan Takes
Student Poll
by Susan Lerberg

The Winonan asked several key
people what they thought of
pre-registration, and this is the
response.
Dr. Robert Hanson, President of
Winona State University stated, "I
don't want to give up on it until
we've studied it a little more. It
doesn't pay to go on like we did last
fall though." President Hanson has
set up a committee composed of
faculty, administration, and students to study the situation with
him. Some of the reasons why he
doesn't want to give up pre-registration are: the administration can
be more aware of the classes that
are filling up. This gives them a
basis for deciding whether or not to
add another section, o_r to cut back.
The second reason he gave was that
it tends to "settle students down." If
they've pre-registered in the spring
for classes in the fall they are less
likely to be influenced by things in
the summer which might change
their minds about going to school
the next quarter.
Hanson went on to say, "It doesn't
pay to go on like we did fall quarter
though." He noted that pre-registration does give the registrar's
office a great deal of extra work to
do. It also causes students to
register twice. When asked why the
computer wasn't used more, to cut
down on the work, Hanson replied
"it still has a lot of bugs in it." He
went on to add that he felt that the
registrar's office was doing a good
job conisidering the circumstances.

Jerry Witt, President of the
Faculty Association said, "It simply
aggravates faculty members because pre-registration class lists
aren't a true reflection of what the
classes will look like anyway." He
also noted that in his chemistry
class of 20, only 5 showed up during
pre-registration.
Another example of some bad
results of pre-registration Witt gave
was, the students in his sequence
classes sign up for the next class on
the list, but they don't pass the one
they are in, therefore, they can't
take the class they signed up for.
They lose a lot of money, and the
only time another student can fill
the seat is on drop-add day. One
quarter, only 11 out of 24 students
showed up because the others. had
dropped it.
Jim Schumann, Student Senate
President was asked how he felt
about pre-registration. "It's a good
idea if it's used properly," he
replied.
Sharon Skrip, student senator on
the President's Pre-registration
Committee said, "Our committee is
sure that there is a good system
that is better than mass registration." Skrip went on to say they
were looking at other school's
registration systems, and they were
using the computer a lot more than
WSU.
Mike McCarthy, geology major
stated, "I think it's a good idea, but
with some alterations to the past
methods."
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Help for Future Grads
Now at Placement Service

Campus Shorts

Geological Survey Publications
Now Available

checked out in the government
documents department, Room 216.

Maxwell Library has just opened
its Geological Survey Collection for
use to the general public.

ROTC COURSE OFFERED

The Geological Surveys contain
papers published on a Master's or
Doctorate level pertaining to Geology, Chemistry, and Environmental
Science covering such topics as
geology, hydrology, topographic
mapping and other data on earth
sciences. Until recently these publications had been kept in a restricted
area. They are now available to the
public.

An Army ROTC introductory 1 1/2
credit course is being offered on
campus beginning March 17. The
course covers the Army's organization and mission plus history and
details of the ROTC program.
There's no obligation, but there are
possible scholarship opportunities.
For more details on the program
and how to register, see Major
Harms, Room 201, Somsen Hall,
Fridays 8:30-3:00.
STUDENTS INTERESTED

The publications include soil
surveys, waterborne commerce,
earthquake bulletins, geological survey circulars, Catalog of Information on Water Data, open file
reports, Water Resource Data, for
various states, geological survey
professional papers and geological
survey bulletins.
The materials may be studied in
the documents room or they may be

Students Interested in History
Those students interested in
forming a history club, please see
Dr. Byman at 204 Minne or call
457-2977.
You do not have to be a history
major or minor. Any student
interested in history is welcome.

Volunteer Services
Needs Help
Winona Volunteer Services, Inc.
is looking for volunteers in the
following areas. If you are interested in any of the volunteer
opportunities, call 452-5591 between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. They're a United Way
Agency.
Home Delivered Meals: Volunteers are needed from 4-5 p.m. to
deliver meals to homebound people
in Winona. This is a new shift and
volunteers are needed.
Transportation: Volunteers are
needed for transportation requests
for morning appointments and for
out of town, long -distance appointments in Rochester and LaCrosse.
Current request: A volunteer is
needed to drive a man from Witoka
to Winona at 6:30 a.m. Monday
through Friday, and back again at
3:30 p.m.

Youth Association for Retarded
Citizens: Volunteers between 13
and 25 are needed to provide social
and recreational activities for the
retarded.
Adopt-A-Grandparent: Visit elderly people at the C & R Unit of
Community Memorial Hospital,
Sauer Memorial Home, or Watkins
Nursing Home.
Day Care Center Aides: Volunteers are needed to work with
children at Day Care Center East,
located at St. Stanislaus School, and
Day Care Center West, located at
St. Teresa's. The Day Care Centers
also need a record player to aid their
activities.
Newspaper Recycling Drive:
Save your newspapers for the
upcoming newspaper drive to be
held March 4th.

"Nuclear Transplantation and
Cloning Amphibia" will be the topic
of discussion given by Dr. Robert
McKinnell tomorrow in 220 Pasteur
Hall at 3 p.m.
Dr. McKinnell is a Professor in
the Department of Genetics and Cell
Biology at the University of
Minnesota. He has been working in
the area of nuclear transplantation
in frogs and in frog tumors. Dr.
McKinnell's major accomplishment
has been finding that tumor cells
could cause the development of an
embryo, while other types of cells
cannot be made to do so. McKinnel
is also using nuclear transplantation
to detect mutation-causing chemicals. In addition, McKinnell has
done some studying of the aging
process, in noting the effects of
slowing down or speeding up; the
development of frog embryos. Dr.
McKinnell's talk is being sponsored
by the Biology Club.
GAMES & RECREATION
COMMITTEE
The Games and Recreation
Committee is one of the newest
committees to be added to Up &
Company, the Student Union Program Council.
Its purpose is to plan and organize
various recreational activities involved with the union. One of its
major activities is conducting the
various tournaments for the ACU-I
(Association of College UnionsInternational) regional play-offs.
These include: bowling, billiards,
table tennis, foosball, chess and
frisbee. The winners travel to the
region 10 tournaments, competing
against college students from four
different states. If they win there,
they'll continue in the national
tournament.
If anyone is interested in getting
involved with campus activities,
meeting new people and being
aware of what's going on around
Winona State, join the Games and
Rec. Committee. You're invited to
attend an Up & Co. meeting, any
Monday Afternoon at 4:30 in the Up
& Co. office in the student union.

Current literature suggests that
the problem facing most college
graduates in June of 1978 will not be
unemployment so much as it will be
underemployment — not finding the
job that meets the student's level of
expectation. Thus, the problem may
not be finding a job but, rather,
finding the job that best meets the
graduates' needs.
While in school, a student should
recognize that competition for jobs
is keen, especially in certain
disciplines, and that finding the
right job usually takes time, effort,
energy and preparation. Students
recognizing the importance of this
point can increase their success
potential substantially.
Seniors irrespective of major who
wish assistance in seeking a job
should register now with the
Winona State University Placement
Department, 110 Gildemeister Hall.
Martha Van Fossen, Jackie Peplinski, Vera Browne, and Gavin Strand
are on duty from 8:00 A.M. to 4:30
P.M. each day to serve you. For a
$10.00 registration fee a W.S.U.
student will receive personalized
assistance in a job search, including
the following:
(1) Weekly lists of current job
opportunities, addresses and contact people, are mailed to all registrants. A separate Job Bulletin is
prepared for non-teaching registrants as well as teacher registrants.
(2) A file with recommendations
for a student is a convenience to the
applicant who applies for a position
with several different firms or

schools. The Placement Department
will make up to 40 xerox copies of
your recommendations for prospective employers.
(4) Xerox copies of your resume
will be prepared for you.
(5) Students who have selected
firms with which they wish to
interview may be assisted through
telephone calls to establish interview appointments.
(6) Use of Placement Department
library materials, including information on business firms and school
districts.
(7) A personal copy of the current
College Placement Annual for each
non-teacher registrant, an occupational directory for college graduates by principal employers in the
U.S.
(8) A personal copy of ASCUS for
teaching candidates.
(9) The registrant is entitled to
accept on-campus interviews.
Once a student registers with the
Winona State University Placement
Department his file is maintained
forever.
Stop in for a visit. We will be most
happy to discuss your plans and our
service with you.

WILL PHOTO
edmgete

'7elm Sewece
• MOVIES
• SLIDES
• ENLARGEMENTS
• BLACK & WHITE FILM

USED HOUSEHOLD ITEMS,
FURNITURE, APPLIANCES
ANTIQUES, etc.
at tremendous savings
WINONA SELLING SERVICE CONSIGNMENTS, BUY, SELL

Phis . . . Next Day Service on
Koaacolor II (110, 126, 35mm).
In by 10 a.m. — ready by 5 the
net day.

220 E. 3rd St.-Winona, MN 55987
Phone 507-454-2101
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00
Fri. till 9:00 p.m.

MON - FRI 8 AM - 5:30 PM
SAT 9 AM - 3 PM
PHONE 452-1058
410 CENTER ST
(1 BLOCK EAST OF MAIN
BETWEEN 8th & 9th)

Our patients are very special people.
They are all sizes, all ages... and
they come from all over the world...
That's why...

SPECIAL

Our nurses are very special people.
They take their profession seriously...
understanding and accepting the fact
that nursing isn't easy. It's demanding and it's challenging... But most
of all, it's extremely rewarding.

For information regarding RN employment
opportunities, contact Cindy Scott
Personnel Department...

Billboard top 10 best
selling albums at
75' off
our regular prices

EVERY WEEK!
SATURDAY NIGHT
FEVER SOUND TRACK!
$8.54
THE DAISY DILLMAN
BAND.
ON SALE AT
$4.55

ROCHESTER METHODIST HOSPITAL
ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA 55901

73 West Mat
Ar'
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Official Notices
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
IBM Corp.

Thursday, February 9

Interested in computer programmers.
Math major or computer science minor.

ST. PAUL RAMSEY
HOSPITAL

Friday, February 10

Interviewing for nursing positions.
Interested in students that wish to sell. All
salaried positions with good chance for
advancement.

BURROUGHS CORPORATION Thursday, February 16

PEACE CORPS/VISTA

Wednesday, February 22 Will interview students with most any major.
Management trainee positions. Train to become
managers.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Wednesday, February 22

MAYO CLINIC

Must have biology or chemistry major. Interviewing for lab technicians and medical
technicians.

ROCHESTER METHODIST
HOSPITAL

Thursday, February 28

Interviewing for nursing positions.

MANKATO UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL

Thursday, March 2

Interviewing candidates for the MBA graduate
program at Mankato State University.

MARINE CORPS

Friday, March 3

Will be set up in the Lower Foyer of the Student
Union for interested students for the Marine
Selection Corps.

All interviews are held in Placement Services, 110
Gildemeister. Stop in and sign up for interview
time.
Placement Services will hold the following
sessions on RESUMES, INTERVIEWS, LETTERS OF
APPLICATION AND TIPS FOR JOB HUNTING:

April

4-18 B.A.

4-25 B.S.
May

February

2.14 Nurses
2-21 B.A.
2.28 B.S.

March

5.16
5-23

7:00 G155
4:00 G155
7:00 GI55

4:00 0155
7:00 G155

4:00 B.S.
7:00 B.S.

PIN DOWN YOUR PAD

4:00 0155
7:00 G155

3-21 B.S.
3-28 B.A.

the '78-79 school year should
complete a new application contract
and return it to the Housing Office
according to the following schedule:
A) Students wishing to remain in
the room they are presently
occupying February 15, 1978 —
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

All on campus students wishing to
reserve room in a residence hall for

ACU-I Campus
Tournaments Completed
The annual ACU-I campus tournaments have been completed. Winona State will have a strong representation in six different areas as
the winners from the campus
tournaments travel to Mankato,
February 9, 10, and 11th, for the
Region X tournaments. There, they
will be against other college
students from Minnesota, Iowa and
North and South Dakota. The
winners from the campus tournaments include:

TABLE SOCCER
Mark Johnson
Todd Hovda
BILLIARDS
Jeff Ratner
Kathy Johnson
FRISBEE
Tim Mackey
TABLE TENNIS
Yaqoub Abdullah
Leigh Erickson

After these rooms have been
reserved a listing of rooms available
will be posted in each residence hall
office. The open rooms may be
reserved by completing the application contract and returning it to the
Housing Office according to the
schedules B, C & D.
B) Students wanting single
rooms, suites in Morey or
apartment in Sheehan.
February 21 — 10:00 a.m. to
12:00 noon
C) Students wishing to change
rooms but remain in the same
residence hall. February 21 —
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
D) Students wishing to change
residence halls. February 22 —
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ground Rules
1) You do not have to turn in your
own contract.
2) Roommates may deliver both
contracts for double room.
3) LIMIT of 2 contracts turned in
per person.
4) Single rooms & suites will be
awarded on basis of earliest date
of contract requests received.
5) Application contracts may be
picked up from your R.A. or hall
director.
6) All persons interested in a single
room, a suite in Morey or the
Sheehan apartment for next year
must sign up with their hall
directors. The person with the
earliest contract date will be
given priority.

OFFICIAL NOTICES
WANTED: Anyone with current
Red Cross C.P.R. teacher certification, advanced first aid teacher
certification, or W.S.I. instructor
certification. Please call or contact
Pete Aarsvold, 319 Prentiss Hall,
phone number 457-2504. No obligation.

BOWLING
Jerry Chase
Mike Deutschman
Kyle Snow
Rich Thurley
Bill Ward,
CHESS
Joel FeiSt
Jon Dummermuth

Kay Burnett
Pam Grose
Mona Albrecht
Karen Brown
Kathy Tasker

The Games and REcreation
Committee of Up and Company was
responsible this year for organizing
-the campus tournaments. They
would like to thank the following
people for all their help . . . Jeff
Johnson, Greg White, Judy Rahn,
Tim Janikowski, Tim Mackey, Joel
Feist, and Mike Deutschman. Good
luck to the winners in their regional
tournaments!

SHAKEY'S PIZZA
Sends It's
Congratulations To The
Super Pizza Bowl Winners
_ 1978 Women's Champions Alpha Xi Delta
Kari Boss and Renee Varichak (WSU)
with a time at 4:49.5 seconds.
1978 men's Champions Alpha Delta Gamma
Nic Zona and Joe McMahon (SMC)
with a time of 1 :59.1 seconds.
We wish to thank all the teams and their fans
for making our 1st Annual Pizza Bowl a
fun-filled success.
(P.S. Better start practicing for next year!)

HEMMING'S

Senate Positions Open
The treasurer and at-large senator positions are open on the Senate.
Filing is open today, Feb. 8-Feb. 22,
1978. The Senate will vote to fill the
positions Wednesday, Feb. 22 at
5:30 p.m. Please be present at the
meeting for the voting. Applications
can be picked up in the Student
Senate office during the day.

music
Center

103 PLAZA EAST
VVINONA

WINONA RECORD
HEADQUARTERS

10,000
ALBUMS
AND TAPES AT

0

GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES!

3

TOP 40
Album Or Tape
Good From Feb 8 - 11
.•...COUPON•• ••

OUTLETS ALSO AT CALEDONIA, WABASHA,
LAKE CITY, RUSHFORD AND MORGAN MUSIC,
MIRACLE MALL

10:00 AM - 5:00 PM MONDAY - SATURDAY 10: AM - 9:00 PM FRIDAY
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Winonan Interviews
Representative Stoa
by Stuart Levin
and Enrico Mirabelli

many of its detractors claim it will.
That's why I support it.

Last week the Winonan interviewed Representative Tom Stoa on
a variety of issues. Below is some
background on Stoa and the
conversation that occurred.

Do you plan on offering any new
bills this session?

Born in 1951, Stoa is one of the
youngest members of the House of
Representatives. He is a graduate of
Winona Senior High and Winona
State University (1975). He is a
former merchant marine, enjoys
flying, beekeeping, and outdoor
activities.

I have some. I am working on
some bills for the City of Winona.
One of these is to establish a
historical interpretive museum for
the City of Winona. It will be a
"living museum", an exciting new
concept.
What is a "living museum?"

Stoa serves on the Environment
and Natural Resources, Government Operations, and General
Legislation and Community Affairs
Committees.

It is a different style of museum.
It is a museum where people don't
just saunter through in a passive
sort of way. It will be like many
Science museum displays where one
participates in the exhibits. It
should be a fun place to go to.

Why did you choose not to run for
Congress to fill the seat vacated
recently by Quie?

Is this going to be consolidated
with the Historical Society Museum
already in Winona?

Basically, it is because my desire
to continue serving as the District
34B Legislator is greater than my
desire or any temptation I had to
run for Congress. It was a tough
decision to make. I spent many days
thinking about it . . . many days of
introspection. I decided that not to
run was best. I feel yet that I have
barely begun something here.

That is yet to be determined. I
would anticipate that the Winona
County Historical Society would
have a major role in it, but whether
or not the two would be consolidated, I don't know.
Right now, my bill would earmark
$50,000 to begin planning for the
Museum. The legislature has the
right to turn that request. So, you
see this has a long way to go yet.

Do you have any future plans for
other offices in the State or in the
Congress?

No, I don't. I think that office
holders who are always plotting to
obtain a higher office are doing a
type of disservice to their constituents. You have to take things as
they come. Sometime in the future if
the opportunity to run for some
other office comes up maybe I'll run
and maybe I won't.
Recently, the "Winonan" has had
some editorials on the Equal Rights
Amendment [ERA]. What are your
feelings on the ERA?

Well, I support the ERA. I think
that it is much needed to bring
women to full equality in our
society. I don't think that it will
result in an overnight cure-all. On
the other hand, I don't think it will
result in many of the problems

Do you have any other new bills
being introduced?

I have a new one in regard to tax
credits, for those who are paying a
sales tax on fuel oils and electricity.
This would be a device where every
person and every person's dependents could obtain a $5 tax credit on
money that has been paid for the
sales tax. . .
Didn't you offer this bill last
session?

I offered a different version of the
bill. Last session I offered a bill that
would simply repeal the sales tax on
heating fuels and electricity. But an
objection was made that felt if we
reduced the price of fuels by 4 per
cent then the oil companies would
just raise their prices by the same
amount. The consumer would be at
the same place, paying the same

prices, but the oil companies would
be getting the 4 percent rather than
the state. Also, simply repealing the
sales tax would give a greater
relative advantage to the rich
people, because they consume more
fuel, whereas the tax credit benefits
the low and middle income person
proportionately greater than it does
the wealthy, and, of course,
students would benefit substantially
from this.
Last session, you offered a bill
that would repeal the electoral
college and provide for direct
elections instead. Whatever happened to this bill?

It passed the house. The Senate is
not moving on it, though, and I don't
expect it to. I still have accomplished what I hoped could be done.
The issue was brought out. Washington also got the message. It went
into the Congressional Record, and
was brought up in the hearings that
were held in Senator Bayh's
Committee on Constitutional
Amendments.
Why are you supporting the
Container Deposit Bill?

Well, the general public supports
it. A poll that I took of this District's
Constituents showed strong support, almost two to one in favor of
this bill. Other polls, the Minnesota
poll, for example, show strong
strong support among the public for
container legislation.
Why hasn't it passed, then?

Because of strong opposition from
those with a vested interest. People
in the status quo have a vested
interest and they don't want to
change.
You know, when you look around
for the cheapest beer, it is always in
returnable bottles. You don't buy
six-packs of throw-away cans . .
they're always more expensive. So I
think that the claim that Container
Deposit Legislation could raise
prices is wrong. The cheapest prices
are with returnable bottles, because
you are not throwing away the
valuable containers.
Besides the monetary aspect,
there is one of energy conservation.
Every can that is thrown away
means an energy loss.

CHARLIE'S D & D BAR & CAFE 4(
*
ts ,
At
fleY lj°0 1/ED NITE IS $ BUCK NITE $
4

HI BALL'S (BAR BRANDS)

BRANDY, WHISKEY, GIN ETC.

2 for a Special Price!
4

DOUBLE BURGER s1 09
7 PM - 12 AM

4

204 West 2nd STREET

WHERE A DOLLAR BUYS YOU MORE

Natural resources are lost. Those
are valuable resources, and we can't
continue to just throw them away.
The litter problem will be helped.
I think that the energy side is more
importarit, though; litter is a
nuisance, but litter in itself is not
going to bring energy to its knees.
Energy could.
What are your views on what
could be done with the state tax
surplus?

I think that it should go back to
the people either • in the form of
property or income tax relief.
When you say relief, do you mean
a tax credit, or do you mean a
refund?
•

There is still another way it could
be done. That is, through a change
in the tax tables. Any of the three
would do the job. A refund would be
the quickest. I don't know which of
the three I would choose.
If it were found that a refund
were administratively more expensive, would you then go with the
credit?

If it would cost too much to
administer the refund, then, I
suppose the credit would be more
appropriate.
Are you going to do anything in

the next campaign to get more
students to participate and vote?

Simply to talk to them about the
importance of the election and what
is at stake here . . . the
governorship, positions in the State
House of Representatives, Congress, two U.S. Senate seats. I think
that it is vital that the students vote
. . . either at Winona or in their
home towns.
What do you earn as a Representative?

I earn $8,400 per year. On top of
that I get a per diem. Stating
exactly what my salary is per year
is kind of difficult, because I think
that per diems are actually part of
my salary. The per diem is $48 per
day, seven days a week when - the
legislature is in session. I would say
that my actual income, after the
special expenses of being a legislator, like having an apartment in
St. Paul, would be about $15,000.
This is supposed to be a part time
job. How much time does working in
the legislature take up?

About 10 of the 12 months. Some
of the legislators are holding other
jobs. Others, in increasing numbers,
are devoting their full attention to
their legislative duties. I would say
that the majority have another job,
but that is more of a side thing.

AT THE BOOK STORE
ARGUS POSTERS
A new supply of over 500 posters has just
arrived, many, many beautiful colors and
styles to choose from
ONLY $1.25
U CREATE
This line is for those who want to do art work
as they relax. Each unit feature heavy weight
giant size 34" x 22" outlined poster s 12 long
lasting art pens with instructions and
suggestions on how to use.
BAG CANDY
The Bookstore features a large display of
many, many varieties of bag candies. A flavor
for any sweet tooth on campus.
INSULATED W.S.U. VEST
These are offered in Navy Blue and Crimson
Red. Ideal for today's weather.
Regular price $15.95
This Week Only $12.00

DREAM PETS BY DAKINS
A new shipment of Valentine and Easter Dream
Pets have just arrived, an outstanding
selection of styles and colors to choose from.
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Opinions

Thinking about something different? Do you march
to the beat of a different drummer? Let's hear from
you.

Homosexuality
Called
"Unhealthy"
To the Editor
It seems that every society down through the ages have had their share
of "misfits". Some more, some less. The more idleness and deprivation in a
society from the highest to those in the lowest brackets, the more "misfits"
it generates. When a system of society is in a process of decay all kinds of
evils spring forth, naturally.
Homosexuality, lesbianism and pornography, let alone crime and
corruption, have a field day every day along with teen-age prostitution and
venereal disease.
I do not subscribe to a breakdown of moral values in pursuance of
freedom. Some people make the issue of freedom paramount. Freedom for
good as well as freedom for evil. A healthy society needs some form of
regulation for the tender years of its people.
In Hartford, Conn. during the war (the big one), many of the city's utility
poles along the sidewalks, especially those near bus and trolley stops, had
placard signs on them reading, "Fight Venereal Disease". Recent reports
state that venereal disease is still our number one problem and that most
cases are not reported.
Right now the more vocal homosexuals are making the biggest noise,
clamoring for equal protection in our capitalist society. These people don't
seem to have any quarrel with any other phase of our society. At present
they say, it is just to live in peace in their little world outside of closets. This
is only to get a foot in the door.
Their immediate goal is legal protection.to pursue their special "pastime"
unmolested. They would like to operate out in the open and get around to
"educate" the uneducated among the youth under the guise of freedom.
There will be no stopping them after getting legal protection. When it
comes to agitation and propaganda, they are bolder and more brazen than
the communists ever were in their field.
Public parades as a rule demonstrate the purpose of the parade since a
parade is a public spectacle. These people like to parade and flaunt
themselves.
In North Central India, on the outside of the walls of what are called the
"Temples of Khajuraho" (some 22) sculpture, almost life-size, in stone depict
some history of their people from a by-gone age. Among the figures are
many groups in orgies involving men, women and animals.
For many years these temples were closed to the outside world as being
embarassing by the British. Now in recent years they have become a tourist
attraction.
On this subject of homosexuality most people do not like to get involved
even remotely for fear of being "clobbered" by those who now run with the
pack. But when a secret vote can be taken, as in the Anita Bryant crusade in
Florida, many of the timid will come forth to vote.
But the goal of these people is really no goal at all for labor. I cannot see
where this way of life has any connection with any labor movement. And for
labor unions to take part in supporting their demands will create more harm
than good for the labor movement as a whole.
Labor honors the working woman whether in the home, factory or
elsewhere. This "Homo" activity is an insult to women. For people to get
involved in this sort of activity is an unhealthy state of mind.
Sincerely yours,
Frank Singewald
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"Kinesthetic Pleasures"
Endorsed
To the Editor:
When inexpensive conservative
cooperative living becomes the
preferred lifestyle of our human
family, the workers will work less
and enjoy life more. Everyone will
do their share of the work. The total
amount of work done will be much
less than that required by the
expensive wasteful lifestyle.
How will life then be enjoyed?
Since last night I've been paying a
lot of attention to relationships of
fainger, happiness and sex as
related to enjoyment of the inexpensive conservative lifestyle. I had
just seen a movie that I dislike, to
put it mildly. Called First Love, it is
a popular vulgarization of the sex
preachments of Wilhelm Riech, In
it, beautiful young people in the
expensive wasteful lifestyle were
stripping, getting into bed willynilly with each other, and getting it
on sexually, without even stopping
to consider whether they really
loved each other or not.
I came away from the movie
depressed by the feeling that
Reich's influence has not yet
peaked. From my point of view,
movies like that are giving young
people a very bum steer.
I feel that a man who wastes
energy in genital excitation and
orgasm, under the illusion that this
is the acme of happiness, is quite
immature. He is ignorant of the
higher, longer-lasting happiness
13P cAekii .5/01/

that can be experienced by sublimating his sexual energy into
transcendental body-mind self-empowerment.
The reduced work requirements
of the inexpensive lifestyle will give
people more time for loving. People
may then see the wisdom of the
ancient eastern way, in which the
man says things like, "I've learned
that I can love you longer stronger
give you more satisfaction if I
control myself and don't come." And
she says things like, "Man, you've
really reached enlightenment.
Makes me really love you."
If we are to reach that happier
time, a lot of good transcendental
energy will have to be put into
popularizing the inexpensive lifestyle.
I see young children, most of
whom are impressive as body-mind
young activists. I see many beautiful young people who seem to have
lots of good energy but confused
over what to do with it. Most of the
older people I see seem only half
alive, flabby, using their bodies only
for what they have to do, like
getting in and out of their
automobiles. What a lot of happiness they are missing, by failing to
use their bodies in ways that give
them kinesthetic pleasure. Kinesthetic pleasures that can lead to
emotional psycological spiritual happiness.

might make a certain amount of
headway. But I feel more headway
might be made by waking people up
to the joy of kinesthetic activism, of
the kind that sublimates sexual
energy. For I do feel, as I've written
before, that this can be the
mainspring of activism for needed
social change, with each individual
her or his own leader. My prediction
still holds, that for every hundred
who get into this, at least one will
choose to be a social-change,
non-parent activist. And this, I still
feel, would be enough to bring about
the needed metamorphosis of human society in the span of a single
generation.
The percentage of retired persons
becoming social change activists
could be expected to be greater.
Among, that is, the ones who get
into good kinesthetic activism as a
way to prolong, even restore,
feelings of youthfulness. I get so
frustrated seeing the mellow flabbiness of so many of Winona's senior
citizens. Churches, I fell, could do a
wonderful job of waking these
people up, bringing them back to life
as activists for social change in the
here and now. Instead of focusing so
narrowly on pie in the sky bye and
bye.
What can I do about this? One
thing I can try is putting copies of
this part of my journal into the
hands of a few people who possibly
might be moved by it.

A publicity program to popularize
inexpensive conservative living
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Dick Gregory Speaks
on Civil Rights
Dick Gregory will speak on "From
the Front of the Bus" America
through the Eyes of Dick Gregory,
at 7:30 p.m. on February 14 in
Somsen Auditorium, Winona State
University.
It is difficult to label the prolific
activities of Dick Gregory. He
became famous as a professional
comedian. Today he is a recording
artist, author, lecturer, actor, human rights activist, social satirist,
critic, philosopher and political
analyst who combines all of these
roles to serve the cause of human
liberation and to alleviate human
suffering brought on by ignorance

and apathy.
During the civil rights movement
of the 1960's, Dick Gregory participated in every major (and most
minor) demonstrations for human
rights in America. His participation
in the struggle for human dignity
cost him over a million dollars in
cancelled bookings, travel expenses
and legal fees. He found himself
behind prison bars many times,
twice serving 45-day sentences.
As an uncompromising and untiring activist, Dick Gregory has made
the provincial concerns of civil

rights a universal call to appreciation for international human dignity.
Dick Gregory has received the
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters
from Malcolm X University and
Rust College, and the degree of
Doctor of Laws from Lincoln
University. Dick Gregory lectures
exclusively through the American
Program Bureau.
Admission to Dick Gregory's
lecture is by WSU I.D. for students
and 500 for the general public at the
door.

HILTON COMPANY RESORTS PRESENTS

SPRING BREAK
MARCH 3rd - 12th

/41141111)4

PANAMA CITY BEACH

ACCOMODATIONS: Spend seven exciting nights and eight sun filled days at the Hilton
Company Resorts, six motels located directly on the WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
BEACHES nestled in FLORIDA'S MIRACLE STRIP — ALL the motels feature
freshwater pools on their spacious sun decks or you may choose to frolic in the warm gulf
waters when not sunning yourself on the glistening white sands.
HILTON COMPANY RESORTS are in the middle of all the night action, featuring free
nightly entertainment at the Top 0' The Surf in the Holiday Inn, and centrally located to
fine food, shops and amusement parks.
EXTRAS:
FREE TRANSPORTATION BY MOTORCOACH FROM WINONA
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
FREE PARTIES ENROUTE — BEER & SOFT DRINKS
FREE WIENER ROASTS ON THE BEACH!
DISCOUNT 18 HOLE PGA CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSE
FREE TENNIS
OPTIONAL TOUR TO DISNEYWORLD.
PLUS PARTIES ON THE BEACH EVERY NIGHT!!!

BEER AND SMALL FIRES PERMITTED ON THE BEACHES, IN DAYTONA THEY
ARE NOT!
SWIMMING IN THE GULF IS WARMER AND SAFER!
TEMPERATURE IS USUALLY IN THE HIGH 70's
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS: HOLIDAY INN
SUN HILTON
GULF HILTON
TIRED OF THE HASSLES AND FRUSTRATIONS OF THE "OTHER" TOURIST
ATTRACTIONS, SUCH AS DAYTONA AND FORT LAUDERDALE, COME JOIN
STUDENTS FROM ST. CLOUD, BEMIDJI AND MOORHEAD PLUS MORE

Dow+ Be Left Out In The
Reserve Your Sea+ Now I
CONTACT

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?

Cokt.•. -

Sign Up In Students

Activities Office In
The Union. Hours:
12-3 PM Mon-Fri

Dick Gregory

Twain Impersonator
Provides "Rich" Evening
Mark Twain always wanted to
make a lot of money. But although
he made up to $100,000 a year
lecturing, he never believed that
could make him rich.
Warren Frost, Artistic Director
of the Chimera Theater of St. Paul
and Twain impersonator doesn't
think he'll get rich with his "Mark
Twain Revisited." He's just always
had an "affinity for Twain." Frost
performed January 31 in Somsen
Auditorium.
Twain's get-rich-quick desire led
him to invest his money in countless
invention schemes," said Frost.
"These schemes were generally not
as profitable as he had expected. He
lost quite a bit of money on one such
invention in the late 1890's and was
forced to make a world-wide lecture
tour to pay off his debts," Frost
said.
Frost has been performing his one
man show on and off since 1971. He
started performing regularly again
last fall and has since done about 40
shows in Minnesota. Frost compiled
the show from Twain's essays,
speeches, and stories.

He said the show works for all
ages, but the younger audiences,
age 20 to 30, are "more vociferous"
in laughter and applause. Twain was
essentially a "storyteller" said Frost
and there is no need for the actor to
theatricalize the words because
Twain himself was so entertaining.
One of the most successful
segments of Frost's performance
was inpsired by Twain's "The
Notorious Frog of Calaveras County." In his readings on Twain, Frost
said he had come across a 5th
century Greek story with a plot
parallel to the "jumping frog" story
in which a frog contest is sabotaged
when one frog is filled "up to the
chin" with lead shot. Frost said that
although Twain was self-educated,
he was extremely well read in
literature and history. Perhaps that
explains the literary coincidence.
Frost said that this story "sprung
Twain into the limelight" nationwide. He had previously been
known only in the west.
Frost's "Mark Twain Revisited" is
also helping to cast that "limelight"
on one of America's great authors.

One of George Washington's favorite foods was cream of
peanut soup.

The Week
in Perspective
by Connie Wenner
Wednesday, February 8
Black History Week CST

Tuesday, February 14
7:30 Speaker, Dick Gregory
WSU Somsen Auditorium
St. Valentine's Day

Saturday, February 11
8:00 SCAC Richard Collins, pianist, WSU PAC Auditorium
6:30 & 9:15 Film, "Auntie Mame"
CST Roger Bacon Lecture Hall

Wednesday, February 15
3:00, 6:00 & 9:00 Up & Co. Film:
"Harry and Walter Go To New
York", WSU Union Cineman
7:00 Arts & Crafts Workshop
CST North & South Lounges

Monday, February 13
7:00 Film & Discussion: "A Cry of
Pain", CST Lower Loretto Hall
Black History Week WSU (Feb.
13-19)

Continuing Events
Images of, on, with Fiber (Feb.
8-13)
Artist Merle Sykora, WSU Watkins Gallery
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WSU Tops Duluth In Weekend Split

by Mike Killeen
WINONAN Sports Reporter
Comparing Friday and Saturday
night's Winona State basketball
games would be like comparing
apples and oranges. Or, to put it
more precisely, it would be like
comparing a well played game and a
poorly played game.
The Warriors looks good in
beating the University of Minnesota-Duluth 76-71 on Friday, but
WSU was taken to the cleaners by
Michigan Tech 80-57 on Saturday
night.
Coach Ben Hix had some praise
for the Huskies following Saturday
night's game. "They played well —
they just kicked our tails."
The Warriors shot only 37% from
the field on Saturday night,
compared to the Huskies 57%. "Our
shot selection is the key to winning,
but we took the bad shots", Hix
commented.
While the Warriors were taking
"bad shots" from 25 feet out, the
Huskies were patient on offense.
"They had enough patience to wait
for the little layups", Hix said of the
Huskie offense.
While the game was close in the
first ten minutes of the opening half,
Tech broke the game open in the
last ten minutes of the half as they
outscored the Warriors 21-11,
giving the Huskies a 37-25 halftime
advantage.
The second half saw the Warriors
close the gap to eight points (45-37)
with 14:51 remaining in the contest,
but the Warriors could not get a
basket when they needed one while
the Huskies were running off eight
unanswered points.
Wendell Anderson led all scorers
with 23 points, while Tom Diggs and

Kraig Kraft added eight points for
the Warriors. John Gajor had 22
points for Tech, while MikeTrew hella added 14.
Friday night, the Warriors pressured UM-D into 26 turnovers in
beating the Bulldogs 76-71.
A pleased Hix figured it was
"about time we got one (a win). We
finally got some shots to fall when
we needed them."
Indeed they did. Some key
baskets by Don Hageman and Bob
Lyons down the stretch helped the
Warriors maintain their five point
lead, and a stuff by Anderson near
the buzzer ended a WSU three
game losing streak.
Warrior fans were treated to the
play of the Bulldogs fine guard Gary
Opatz. Opatz, who ranked third in
the NIC scoring race with a 18.2
average per game, did nothing to
hurt that average as he led all
scorers with 27 points.
It appeared that the Warriors
would be in for an easy game, as
they jumped to a quick 9-0 lead in
the first half. Some aggressive
playing by the Warriors help lead to
some turnovers by the Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs came back, though,
to tie the game, first at 17 and later
at 19. UM-D's John Retica hit on
both ends of a one and one foul shots

with 34 seconds remaining in the
half to give the Bulldogs a 38-37
halftime lead.
A shot from Mike Krajnak with
2:59 gone in the second half from the
top of the key gave the Warriors the
lead for good at 44-42, and Ron Gully
added one of his patented long
range shots to give the Warriors a
four point cushion with 16:21
remaining in the game.
The Bulldogs managed to come
within one point of the Warriors
twice, but each time the Warriors
managed to get some daylight
between themselves and the Bulldogs.
Some key baskets by Hageman,
on a layup from the right side, and
Lyons, who was underneath the
basket, gave the Warriors a 72-65
lead with only 1:17 to play.
Hix felt that the pressure the
Warriors applied to the Bulldogs
throughout the game "got to them
in the last couple of minutes. They
missed several shots then."
Hix also praised the play of
Hageman, who came off the bench
to score ten points. "Hageman
played very well. He came in and
did a very good job."
Hix said that his team "deserved
to win. We did the right things at
the right time."
The Warriors now take to the
road for a week as they will travel to
Bemidji State on Friday and league
leader Moorhead State on Saturday.
Winona State is now 2-7 in NIC
play and 8-14 overall.

Time Out
For Sports

NIC's Premier Mat Teams
Outmuscle WSU Talent
Winona State's weekend series
with NIC rivals St. Cloud State and
UM-Morris on the wrestling mat
had all the makings of a showcase
for the talent of the Warrior
wrestlers, but it turned out to be
the Warrior opponents who showcased their talent.
WSU travelled to the two
northern schools with hopes of
taking a commanding lead in the
standings with two wins. The
Warriors went into the meets with a
3-1 NIC mark, yet knew they would
have to be in top form to beat the
league's top two teams.
St. Cloud, the defending conference champs, had not lost a league
meet this year, and Morris, runnerup last year, had lost just one battle,
that being to St. Cloud.
But the Warriors were turned
away in both matches, as St. Cloud
thrashed WSU 23-15, and Morris
came out on top 25-17 on Friday.
The Warriors controlled just
three matches in running up their 15
points against St. Cloud. Mike
Coakley of Milwaukee, who has
been coming on strong lately,
heavyweight Jeff Twing, and standout 1671pounder Gerry Nolan were
the three WSU winners.
In fact, Nolan was the only
Warrior wrestler to compete twice
and win twice over the weekend.

Nolan also dropped Morris' Dave
Beyer 6-4 on Friday to push his
overall record to 22-3-1, which is one
of the best marks in the NIC.
Coakley also was a double winner
for the Warriors, but he did not
have to wrestle against Morris, as
his opponent forfeited. Coakley is
now 18-7.
Dennis Anderson earned six team
points for WSU against the Cougars
by pinning Dave Lahr in 1:07, while
Randy Schwanke picked up the
other Warrior tallies in a draw to
Mark Kope, 4-4.
Tom Danielson and Bruce Anderson, two other Warrior grapplers
with fine records coming into the
series, did not fare so well and
dropped both of their matches over
the weekend. Anderson fell to 7-2 in
dual meet competition and 17-8
overall, while Danielson now stands
at 17-9 for the year.
The Warriors wind up their dual
meet schedule this week. After
facing Mankato State last night,
WSU travels to Decorah, Iowa,
tomorrow for a bout with Luther
College.
After a week's layoff from
competition, the Warriors will go
into the most important phase of the
season — the NIC Champhionships
at Moorhead State on February 16
and 17.
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Keglar's Roll
Over St. Cloud
For the first time since the season
began, the Winona State bowling
team took a clean sweep over the
weekend, with both the men and
women scoring victories over St.
Cloud State in St. Cloud.
The men recorded a 29-17 decision
over the Huskies. Mike Deutschman
turned in both high game and high
series with a 248-603. Glenn Kooken
had two 600-plus series for Winona
State.
Kay Burnett led the women to a

narrow 24-22 win. Burnett rolled a
209-606, the highest series for any
WSU woman so far this year.
The men also had a team-high
series of 822 for the year in downing
SCSU.
The win will move the men higher
up yet in the MIBC standings,
where they sat in last place for some
time.
WSU will face River Falls
Saturday morning on the Kryzsko
Lanes.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• • ••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
•
•
•
•
••
•
••
••
••
STUDENTS SPEAK OUT!
•
••
•
•
•
•••
••
••
••
The Student Senate, in order to provide better student representation,
••
••
would like your opinion on pre-registration.
•
••
•••
••
•
••
Do you favor a pre-registration? Yes
No
•••
••
••
••
Have you had any of the following problems?
••
•••
••
Inadequate information about pre-registration
•••
••
Could not get classes wanted
•••
•••
Lost pre-registered classes because of fee collection system
••
••
•
••
Could not pre-register because of illness, classes, etc.
•••
••
Other (Specify)
••
•
••
•••
Any other comments
••
•••
••
••
•••
•••
••
•
••
••
•
•••

a

•

Please fill out and return to the Student Senate office in the SMOG or
at your dorm desk.

•
•••
•
••

...••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ■•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ■•••••mmamma•••••••••••••••••
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Tricksters Step Out From Victory
by Chris Neuharth
WINONAN Sports Reporter
The Winona State men's track
team lost a rather disappointing
season-opener last Saturday to Eau
Claire 69-67.
The Warriors turned sure victory
into sudden defeat when senior
standout James Washington accidently stepped into the rather

poorly marked infield and was
disqualified en route to a fine run in
the mile relay.
The loss also struck a crucial blow
to WSU track as Larry Wright, a
man whom the Warriors have
depended heavily upon, ripped a
quadricep muscle in his left leg.
Wright will be sidelined for an
indefinite length of time.
Coach Myron Smith's team was

devastating in the distance events,
with Daryl Henderson and Neal
Mundahl setting records in the
two-mile and one-thousand yard
runs, respectively.
Dan Mueller also captured a first
place as he outran his Blugold
opponents, recording a fine time of
4:18.3 in the mile. Dave Stensland
showed good form in winning both
the sixty-yard high and intermedi-

ate hurdles with times of 7.9 and 7.6
seconds. James Washington also
chipped in with 1:16.4 in the
six-hundred yard dash to place first.
WSU managed to gain two
first-place berths in the field events
as Jim Wolter led pole-vaulters with
a vault of thirteen feet six inches,
while Mitch Lentz put in an
impressive performance by setting
a freshman record in the long jump
with a leap of twenty-two feet three

inches.
Coach Myron Smith was "happy"
with his team's performance,
though being a bit disappointed
with the outcome. Smith cited the
track events as his team's strong
areas, while admitting that his team
still needs work in the shotput,
discus, and triple jump.
The team's next meet is Saturday
at home when they face UW-Platteville in Memorial Hall.

Paplow Sets Two Records In Narrow Loss
The University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse beat the Winona State men's
swimming team 59-54 Thursday
night at the Memorial Hall pool.
Pat Paplow set two school records
for the Warriors. The sophomore
from Bloomington, Minnesota won
the 1000-yard freestyle in a time of
10:55:44 and took second in the
500-yard freestyle in 5:11:18.
Bruce Jerner captured two first
places for the Warriors as he won
the 100-yard freestyle in 52:44
seconds and the 50-yard freestyle in
23:86.
Other first place finisheS for
Winona State included Scott Bonine
in 200-yard breaststroke in 2:32:75
and George Youngvorst in the

100-yard backstroke with a time of
2:11:36.
Second place efforts were put in
by Youngvorst in the 200-yard
freestyle, Mark Glubka in the
one-meter required and optional
diving, John Schad in the 200-yard
butterfly, and Mark Peterson in the
200-yard breaststroke.
The Warriors 400-yard freestyle
relay team of Youngvorst, Jerner,
Schad, and Jim Wolter also teamed
up to win that event in 3:30:61, the
best time of the year in this event.
First year swimming coach Laurence Clingman said that "everyone
is coming along real well." Speaking
on Paplow's two school records, he
said it was his "best effort of the

Adams Hits 25
As Cagers Notch
Fourth Straight
The Winona State women's basketball team scored a little revenge
agairist nemesis last Tuesday night
by downing St. Catherine by a score
of 65-58.
The Warriors have had trouble
with St. Catherine's in the past,
losing to them last year in the state
playoffs by a mere point, and again
falling to them by two points earlier
this season.
WSU overcame some early foul
troubles to tie St. Kate's at halftime,
27 apiece. The Warriors committed
only seven fouls in the second half as
they ran away with the contest,

even though Maureen Adams, Mary
Bartley, and Leeza Knop ended up
fouling out of the game.
Adams led scoring for WSU with
twenty-five, while Bartley and Jean
Marston chipped in twelve and ten
points, respectively.
The next game for Coach Marge
Moravec's cagers will be this
Saturday, when they face UM-D at
home on Parent's Day.
The Warriors meet St. Cloud
State on Tuesday, February 14 at
home and host the MAIAW South
District Basketball Tournament on
February 17 and 18.

year", saying that there was a
possible chance that he could.go to
the national tournament.
Another swimmer who would like
very much to go to the national
tournament, to be held in midMarch in Portland, is Youngvorst.
Youngvorst's times in the backstroke have not qualified him for the
tournament yet, but he has qualified
in the first optional standard.
Clingman explained that this
meant sending the swimmer at a
slower time than what the national
standard is.
The women's swimming team
placed sixth in the State University
Inivitational held Sturday at Morris.

St. Cloud won the meet with 566
points, while the Warriors managed
to pick up 198 points.
"If we had top performances from
everyone, we probably would have
moved up one spot", Clingman said.
Fifth place Southwest State finished
only three points ahead of the
Warriors.
The meet was held in the same
pool as the state meet will be held
on February 16, and Clingman felt
that it was "kind of good" for the
state universities to "get acquainted
to the pool."
Lori Hasselbring finished second
in the 100-yard freestyle, eighth in
the 50-yard freestyle, and fourth in

the 200-yard freestyle.
Gail Lowery placed third in the
100-yard freestyle, second in the
50-yard freestyle, and first in the
200-yard freestyle.
Barb Nie, a diver, placed seventh
in the one-meter diving with 135
points and in the three meter diving
with 136 points.

Joe Louis held the heavyweight championship longer
than anyone else-12 years.

Gymnasts Cold On Southern Venture
The journey south to warmer
weather for the Winona State
gymnastics team Saturday did not
seem to warm up any of the WSU
gymnasts, as they finished on the
bottom of a four-team field in
a quadrangular with Grand View
College, Indiana State, and Iowa
State in Des Moines, Iowa.
No official results have been
released yet because one of the

teams has filed a protest, but the
outcome of the protest does not
stand to change either the Warrior
score of standing in the meet.
Coach Steve Juaire offered no
excuses for his team's performance,
saying, "We did extremely poorly.
Every girl fell on the bar, and every
girl but one fell on the vault."
The vault team was the only one
spot singled out by Juaire as not

doing particularly poorly.
Alice Beyer turned in an 8:15 for
the top Warrior score.
Tomorrow night's meet with
Augsburg and Bemidji State will be
both the last home meet and the last
overall meet for the Warriors before
the state tourney, which is to be
held February 24 in Winona.
Tomorrow night's event will start at
6:00 p.m. in New Memorial Hall.

Stereo Repair
Service

"ETHNIC SURVIVAL WEEK"
The Brothers and Sisters of the Winona State
University Black Cultural Awareness Association are sponsoring our "Ethnic Survival
Week", February 13-19, 1978, and would like to
invite all the Brothers and Sisters of
neighboring colleges.
The events are:
Tuesday, February 14, 7:30 p.m.: Dick
Gregory Lecture, "From the Front of the
Bus: America Through the Eyes of Dick
Gregory", Somsen Auditorium.
Saturday, February 18, 9:30 p.m.: Disco
Dance and After Set, Cinema.
Sunday, February 19, 6:00 p.m.: Film and
Workshop, "Four Portraits in Black",
narrated by Assistant Professor M.S. Janie
Wimberly, Cinema
If you would like to attend any of the events,
please send information on the number of
participants and how long you plan to attend.
Arrangements for over-night accomodations
will be made, with a minimum expense of $5
per night.
Your participation will be greatly appreciated.
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* Full-time, Qualified Technicians
* Complete Instrumentation
* Warranty Repair Service
(Qualified Lines)

Receivers, Amplifiers, Turntables,
Tuners, Tape Decks, Mixers

Phone 454-1500
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